Monday, September 22, 2008

2:00 p.m., Liang Lu, College of Engineering, Thesis Defense—“Terrain Classification for Autonomous Ground Vehicles Using A 2D Laser Stripe-Based Structured Light Sensor.” Major Professor, Emmanuel G. Collins. Defense to be held in CE2, room B202.

2:30 p.m., Joshua Kogot, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Dissertation Defense—“Surface Assembly and Intracellular Delivery of Biomolecule Conjugated Nanomaterials.” Major Professor, Geoffrey Strouse. Defense to be held in CSL, room 1005.

Tuesday, September 23, 2008

1:00 p.m., Elizabeth P. Heuer, Department of Art History, Dissertation Defense—“Going Postal: Surrealism and the Disclosures of Mail Art.” Major Professor, Karen Bearor. Defense to be held in FAB, room 234.

Thursday, September 25, 2008

1:00 p.m., Aaron Wade, Department of Physics, Dissertation Defense—“Quantum Cascade Lasers in High Magnetic Fields.” Major Professor, James Brooks. Defense to be held in NHMFL, room 331.

4:00 p.m., Evan Mallory Benbow, Department of Chemistry, Dissertation Defense—“Physical and Magnetic Properties of Single Crystal Intermetallics Synthesized in Molten Metal Flux.” Major Professor, Susan E. Lattimer. Defense to be held in CSL, room 1003.

1:00 p.m., Emmanuel Salta, Department of Mathematics, Dissertation Defense—“Variance Reduction Techniques in Pricing Financial Derivatives.” Major Professor, Giray Okten. Defense to be held in LOV, room 200.

Friday, September 26, 2008

9:30 a.m., Jonathan Kunstman, Department of Psychology, Thesis Defense—“Racing to help: Racial bias in high emergency helping situations.” Major Professor, Ashby Plant. Defense to be held in PDB, room A206.